Here, we first we recall the characteristics of tropical cylones, and the importance of
better knowing wind and wave fields associated with these meteorological events

Here and in the next slide, we summarize was is known from recent studies on waves
in tropical cyclones, based on either observations (mainly Hs from altimetry , or buoy
measurements in coastal zones) or from model (fully discretized wave models like
WAM or parametric Lagrangian model as developed by Kudryavstev et al, JGR2021)
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The figure is from Equivel-Trava et al (Ocean Dynamics 2015) who analyzed wave
spectra measured by wave buoys in 14 tropical cyclones in the Gulf of Mexico. It
represents the omni-directional spectra (normalized by the total energy and plotted
as a function of the normalized frequency f/fp where fp is the peak frequency). It
refers to observations in the front-right sector of the TCs (sectors defined relative
to the cyclone displacement- Light dots are spectra recorded at distances less than
3Rm (Rm is the radius of maximum wind of the TC), dark squares are from 3Rm to
6Rm and black triangles are from 6Rm to 10Rm. The blue line represents the
Jonswap spectrum adjusted by Young (2006) and the red-dashed line indicates the
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. Black squares with a one standard deviation bar
represent mean values in 0.2 f/fp bins.

Here we present the objective of our study

The left figure shows the geometry of the SWIM instrument on board the CFOSAT
satellite. It has 6 illuminating beams (in Ku-Band), one pointing towards nadir (like any
altimeter) and 5 off-nadir (around 2°, 4°, 6°, 8°, and 10°). All beams are conically
scanning around the vertical at a rate of 5.6 rpm. The radar range resolution is 0.47 m
before on-board processing. Beams at 6°, 8°, and 10° are used to estimate the wave
spectra (based on the principle that the tilt of the long waves induces a radar crosssection modulation when the radar points into the wave propagation direction- see
e.g.Hauser et al, TGRS 2017). Results from previous studies during the CAL VAL
have shown that the best performances in terms of wave spectra and wave
parameters are those provided by the 10° beam. Here we use the wave spectra
estimated from the observations at 10° incidence.
The figure on the right is an example of a directional wave spectrum deduced from
the SWIM observations. The energy density is in color. The angle (0-360°) indicates
the wave propagation direction (with an ambiguity of 180°). The distance from the
center of the figure is the wave frequency (in Hz). This example illustrates a case with
a long swell of low frequency, propagating at 45°from North ±180°) superposed with
wind sea (propagating at 120°±180°]. The wave spectra are provided in wave cells of
about 70 km along-track by 90 km across-track, on each side of the nadir track.

We have used two years of SWIM observations in the Northern hemisphere.
During this period, SWIM crosses 46 TC of category 1 to 5 . We have selected
SWIM data when the nadir track position is at a distance of less than 4 times Rm
(Rm radius of maximum wind) with a time difference of less than 1h30. Along these
tracks, observations within 9 Rmax were selected to perform the analysis.
Because we know from the CAL/VAL and previous publications that the uncertainty
on the wave spectra and wave parameters is less at SWH less than 2m, we have
filtered out the data which correspond to SWH < 2m.

In order to study the impact of the TC characteristics on the wave field, the TCs have
been separated into 3 classes based on the ratio between the maximum sustained
wind speed Umax and the translation speed Vt. Here we show the histogram of the
SWIM observations as a function of the ratio Umax/Vt). We can see that half of the
observations correspond to fast moving TCs.
Even if the categories are here established with the ratio Umax/Vt, we have checked
that it is the translation speed Vt that is governing the classification.
Note that by choosing classes in d/Rmax, the maximum distance considered in the
cyclone varies significantly between the different TC classes as Rmax is the largest for
the fast TC.

This table gives the number of wave spectra (and the number of cyclones in
parenthesis) per class of cyclone displacement speed and per class of range with
respect to Rmax.

The TC center is at the center of the figures, and its direction propagation is towards
the top of the figure indicated by the violet arrow. The red circle indicate the radius of
maximum wind and the grey circle represents 9 times this radius of maximum wind.
On the left panel, the color of the observation point is the significant wave height and
the arrow indicates the wind direction. Information of the wind is taken from the
ECMWF model. We can see that the highest values of Hs are observed on the right
side of the TC as mentioned in the literature.
On right panel, the color stands for the dominant wavelength and the arrow indicates
the dominant wave direction. We can see that we have also an asymmetry of the
wavelength and the direction: the lower wavelengths are observed on the left side of
the TC and the directions are aligned with the propagation direction of the TC on the
right side, whereas on the left side they are perpendicular.

The propagation direction of the TC is towards the top of the figure, and the 0°
indicates the North direction. We can see that the spectrum obtained on the rear left
side of the TC is bi-modal whereas the spectrum obtained on the front right side of the
TC is mono-modal with the wind, wave and TC propagation direction are all aligned.

Now let’s move to the statistical study.

Results are presented here for the significant wave height, and only for distances less
than 3 Rmax.
Each boxplot represents the distribution in a TC quadrant as indicated on the
horizontal axis.
We can see that the distributions are different depending on the TC category. In slow
moving TC, the highest Hs are obtained in the left front quadrant whereas in
moderate speed, the highest Hs are obtained in the right front quadrant. In fast
moving TCs, even if there is less differences between the distributions, the highest Hs
are obtained in the right rear quadrant.
From all the distributions, the highest Hs are obtained in the right front quadrant in
moderate speed TCs which means that it is under these kind of TCs, that the
conditions are the most favorable for trapped-waves phenomena.

Here we show the wind and dominant wave mean directions for slow and moderate
speed TC (on the left) and for fast moving TC (on the right). Each arrow results from
averaging data overall the considered TC situations and within a grid of 0.25 Rmax
resolution. The ambiguity on the wave direction has been removed by assuming that
the waves always propagate to the right of the wind direction. The length of the black
arrows corresponds to the 10m height wind speed and the length of the red arrows is
proportional to the dominant wavelength. We recall that the wind information is from
the ECMWF model forecast provided.
It is clear that for TC with slow and moderate speeds (left panel), the wave
propagation is almost aligned with the TC propagation in the right front quadrant, but
at an angle of 40 to 50° to the right of the wind. In the left front quadrant the dominant
waves propagate almost perpendicular to the wind whereas in the rear left quadrant
the angle between wind and waves is larger than 90° and the waves exit the TC by
the rear. In the rear right quadrant the angle between wind and waves remains
generally less than 90°
For the fast TC (right plot), the main features are observed at X/Rmax larger than about
3 Rmax and the results are more confused elsewhere. We think this is because the
dominant wave direction is not well-defined in these cases (fluctuating between
different energy peaks in the 2D spectrum, see below).

Here we show mean directional spectra obtained for each quadrant in fast and
moderate speed TCs and for d/Rm < 3.
For the moderate speed TCs (left panel), wave spectra are clearly unimodal in
direction in the front right and in the rear left quadrants. In the front right quadrant, the
dominant wave propagation, is clearly aligned with the TC propagation direction
(towards the top of the figure). In opposite , in the other quadrants, the spectra are
multi-modal with similar wavelengths or widely spread in direction .
For the fast speed cases (right panel) , in all quadrants, the directional spectra are
widely spread in directions and/or multimodal with energy splinted between swell and
wind sea.

Here we show the mean omni-directional wave spectra obtained for each quadrant in
the cases of moderate speed TCs The mean spectra are estimated as energy
normalized spectra expressed as a function of the normalized frequency f/fp (where fp
is the peak frequency of the spectrum). The color correspond to the distance of the
observation with respect to the radius of maximum wind Rm (see legend). The red
dashed line corresponds to the spectral parametric form estimated by Young 2006,
which is an adaptation of the JONSWAP spectral model (wind waves).
In all quadrants, spectra in light blue (distances at less than 3 Rm) are in good
agreement with the Young spectrum. In opposite, for the spectra in dark blue (at large
distances), the agreement is less satisfying especially in the left front and right rear
quadrant. Moreover, in these cases the dispersion increases at high frequency. This
is probably explained by averaging spectra with double components (wind sea and
swell). This analysis shows that the decay of wave energy with frequency varies with
the quadrant and the distance from the TC center. This decay is further analyzed in
the next slide.

We have fitted the wave energy spectra with an exponential law (as a function of f/fp)
and estimated the n exponent. For this fit, we have restricted the wave frequency
domain to [1.5-3.5] fp. To avoid cases with multi-peaks (swell and wind waves) we
restrict here our analysis to cases of slow and medium speed and d < 3 Rmax.
This figure shows the variation of n as a function of the inverse wave age. The the
symbol corresponds to the TC category (see legend). The red line is for the value of
U10/cp=0.83 which separates under-developed (short fetch) from fully developed
waves (long fetch).
The mean absolute value of value of n is 3.38 indicating a smaller decay of energy
with f/fp compared to the fetch-limited observations analyzed by Donelan et al (1985),
or compared to the analysis in tropical cyclones by Tamizi and Young (2020). As for
the results in fetch-limited cases (Donelan et al) , we do not find here any obvious
trends with wave age.

See also additional material presneted in appendix

